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[CLL233] A voidable contract is one in which
one in which at least one party has the option to avoid his or her contractual obligations.

[CLL233] The acceptance of an offer should be
Expressly given

[CLL233] Chinedu asks Musa a close friend, to service his generator and Musa agrees 
to carry out the service, though neither party mentions what the charge will be. Later in 
the day Chinedu goes to collect the generator and thanks Musa profusely for helping 
him out, saying he will give Musa Ã¢â‚¬ËœsomethingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ for his trouble. Later, 
Musa states that the price for the work is N10,000. Chinedu refuses to pay, saying he 
thought Musa was doing it for nothing because they were good friends. When Musa 
persists, Chinedu claims there is no contract.
Chinedu is correct because MusaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s consideration is  past

[CLL233] A contract in which there is some legal defence to its enforcement is called 
_______________ contract.
an unenforceable

[CLL233] An agreement not enforceable by law is called
Void agreement

[CLL233] An offer may be revoked at any time
Before the communication of its acceptance

[CLL233] Which of these is NOT a requirement  for the creation of a valid contract
The performance must be possible after the contract is concluded

[CLL233] Which of the  given statements  are correct
Every agreement is a contract.

[CLL233] A contract made by lunatic is____ in the eye of Law
Void

[CLL233] Kay husband divorces his wife and then promises to maintain her, provided 
she takes good care of their only child and keeps the child happy. Later, the husband 
changes his mind and refuses to provide any maintenance to the wife. The wife then 
seeks to enforce the promise. Which one of the following statements most accurately 
summarises the position between the two?
The promise is enforceable because, although there is a presumption against legal 
intention, the wife would be able to rebut the presumption by proving that she has relied 
upon the promise
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